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+16137890009 - https://www.facebook.com/FoodMood178/menu

On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Food Mood: Korean Japanese Kitchen from Ottawa.
Currently, there are 17 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner

of the restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Jovie Guevarra likes about
Food Mood: Korean Japanese Kitchen:

This take out ONLY restaurant is a total mood!The food is very good, the owners will definitely help you choose
and the price range is affordable.I was able to have a beef kimbap with rice, beans sprout, fried tofu, and a pop
all for 20$.The food is refreshing even on a hot day.Don't be fooled by the restaurant's look, it tastes way better
than it seems like.For me, the only downer was the fact I couldn't sit in to e... read more. What Joon Bae doesn't

like about Food Mood: Korean Japanese Kitchen:
Customer service was scary but food was goodNot sure about the hygiene when i looked at the fryers, but i was
totally fine eating it so i guess it is fine…Food: 4/5 read more. The Food Mood: Korean Japanese Kitchen from
Ottawa dishes out various fine seafood menus, there are also delectable vegetarian dishes on the menu. Of
course, the most diverse products are also used in the most unique combinations and variations - according to

the motto of the Fusion Cuisine in the culinary offer, Also, fans of Korean cuisine will be fully satisfied at the
restaurant with menus like Bap, Kimchi or Jjigae.
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Appet�er�
FRIED TOFU

P�z�
FUSION PIZZA

Beef dishe�
BULGOGI

Mai� Cours�
PORK BELLY

Sp�ia�-Nudel�
UDON

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

M�e� Ric�
BIBIMBAP

Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

CRISPY CHICKEN

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
TOFU

BEEF

BEANS

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN
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